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Summary. — We have studied the spectra of several large earthquakes in the
Chilean subduction zone using both accelerograms and CNSS instruments. For the
two events studied here, the Iquique Mw 8.1 earthquake of 24 April 2014 and the
Mw 6.9 Valparaiso earthquake of 24 April 2017 we observe similar features. For
these earthquakes the velocity records at low frequencies obtained by integrating
accelerograms agree quite well with the ground velocity derived from GNSS records
at the same sites. These observations show that at low frequencies the ground
spectra differ quite significantly from the usual Aki-Brune spectrum used in studies
of the far-field spectral properties of earthquakes. The most important difference is
that at short distances the near-field term of the source dominates the spectra at low
frequencies. The near-field term in seismic radiation is proportional to the moment
time function of the source which is very different from the moment rate function
that controls farfield. The ground velocity spectrum is flat at low frequencies and
proportional to the static displacement produced by the earthquke at the observation
site. The displacement spectrum on the other hand has a low-frequency asympote
proportional to omega−1 instead of the usual flat spectrum predicted by the Aki-
Brune model. More theoretical work is needed to identify the region where the
near-field spectrum dominates.
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1. – Introduction 6

Most studies of seismic radiation assume that the Fourier spectrum of displacement 7

follows the omega-squared spectrum proposed by Aki and Brune [1, 11]. This is often 8

true in the far field although many deviations from the simple omega-squared model are 9

frequently reported (see, e.g. [3, 4]). In the near field it is expected that the spectrum 10

deviates from the simple Aki-Brune model. Among other properties of seismic radiation 11

the near-field spectrum must be compatible with the finite near-field displacement ob- 12

served by dynamic GPS and the strong motion recordings observed at shorter distances 13

from the source. Here we review a number of observations made in Chile where several 14

large earthquakes have been recorded by both accelerometers and GNSS (Global Navi- 15

gation Satellite System) instruments. We show that in the near field the seismic spectra 16

are often very different from the Aki-Brune model. 17

In the last 15 years a number of large subduction earthquakes in North and Central 18

Chile have been very well observed thanks to new observational data obtained by a num- 19

ber of new instruments deployed in the country. The series of events started with the 20

2005 Tarapaca [35] earthquake of 2005, it was followed by the Mw 7.7 Tocopilla earth- 21

quake [36] most important event was the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake of 27 February 2010, 22

followed in 2014 by the Mw 8.2 Iquique (sometimes called Pisagua) earthquake, the 15 23

September 2015 Illapel earthquake of Mw 8.4 and a series of events of magnitudes be- 24

tween 6 and 8 that provide additional insight into the radiation produced by earthquakes 25

generated by the subduction process in Chile. 26

In a recent publication by [31] the spectra of the Iquique earthquake was discussed 27

in some detail from the simultaneous observation of ground motion recorded by both 28

accelerometers and GNSS data (see also [5]). They showed that the ground velocity 29

spectrum is flat at low frequencies and that its amplitude is proportional to ground 30

displacement observed by collocated GPS stations. This is in contrast with predictions1 31

by Aki-Brune that in the far field the velocity spectrum should increase at low frequencies 32

as ω used in most studies of earthquake spectra [34, 3, 37, 4, 14]. The first observations 33

made in Chile of deviations of the ground motion spectrum from the classical Brune model 34

were made by [24] following the Tocopilla earthquake of November 2017. Although the 35

data was sparse they showed that ground displacement spectra was very different from 36

that of small aftershocks and that it had an omega−1 asymptote at low frequencies. This 37

observation together with others made in for the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake of 27 February 38

2010, showed that the near-field terms in seismic radiation significantly affects the ground 39

motion spectrum and that the usual assumption that Brune spectrum properly describes 40

the ground motion properties needs to be carefully revised. Of course the effects of the 41

near-field terms are limited to the lower frequency range, but under many circumstances 42

the effect may be much broader than what is usually assumed. 43

In this notes I will first review the recent observations of ground motion made simul- 44

taneously by accelerographs and GNSS instruments in Northern Chile during the Iquique 45

earthquake of 2014 so as to set some broad properties of ground motion, specially ground 46

velocity. Then we will look at a smaller event of magnitude Mw 7.9 that occurred near 47
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Valparaiso on 24 April 2017. This event was very well recorded by the new National48

Seismological Service of the University of Chile (CSN) although only a couple of GPS49

stations could be used to determine the very low-fequency properties of ground displace-50

ment. We will provide a short introduction to ground motion properties derived from51

the usual Green function in an infinite medium and then provide some discussion about52

the consequences of these new observations.53

2. – Observations54

Northern Chile is an active seismic zone that is sometimes considered to be an active55

seismic gap by many authors [29,31]. Since 2005 a large set of multi-parameter stations56

were deployed by the Integrated Plate Boundary Observatory Chile (IPOC), a multi-57

component network deployed by German, French and Chilean researchers starting from58

2006. After 2013 a new network of multi-parameter instruments was deployed by CSN59

(Centro Sismologico Nacional of the University of Chile). Since then, northern Chile60

earthquakes have been well recorded by GNSS, broad band and strong motion stations61

mostly located on hard rock sites [27, 28, 5]. The first mayor earthquake that occurred62

after the installation of IPOC was the Mw 7.7 Tocopilla earthquake of 2007 [13, 36, 16].63

[24] studied the spectral characteristics of this event and its aftershocks. They found64

that aftershocks had a typical omega-squared Fourier displacement spectrum [1, 11, 30].65

The main-shock, on the other hand, was very different since its displacement spectrum66

diverged at low frequencies, increasing like omega to the power −1. They proposed that67

this behavior could be due to the presence of near-field waves, but that it could also be68

due to the complexity of this double event. The lack of near-field GNSS instruments did69

not permit us to resolve the low-frequency properties of the displacement spectrum in70

order to distinguish between these two hypotheses.71

The large 2010 Mw 8.8, Maule mega-thrust earthquake produced excellent continuous72

GNSS records that were used by [47] as seismograms to model the rupture process of73

the event. Unfortunately no digital good-quality accelerometers were located close to74

the epicenter of the Maule 2010 earthquake [38]. After this event the Centro Sismologico75

National (CSN) of the University of Chile was created and deployed a large network of76

broad-band, accelerometers and GNSS stations [6,27,28,5]. These stations have recorded77

several large earthquakes including the Mw 8.2 Iquique event of 1 April 2014, the Mw78

8.3 Illapel earthquake of 15 September 2015 and the Mw 7.6 Chiloé earthquake of 2579

December 2016. These events provide excellent recordings that have been largely used80

to model the events and to study their principal characteristics (e.g. [39,44,18,23,32,49,81

41, 34, 25]). These studies have been centered on the slip distribution, tsunami effects,82

nucleation process and their relation with slow-slip events, but did not mention the83

spectral properties of strong-motion records in the near field. Here we examine the84

general properties of these accelerograms. We use the records written by the Iquique85

earthquake of 1 April 2014 and the Valparaiso earthquake of 24 April 2017 because these86

events have a large number of colocated GNNS and strong-motion records on hard-rock 287

sites [28, 27, 5]. Our goal is to understand the basic features of seismic spectra, the88
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Fig. 1. – Northern Chile area hit by the Mw = 8.1 Iquique earthquake of 1 April 2014. The
rupture area of the main event is outlined by the red ellipse (from [39]). White stars show the
epicenters of the main shock as well as its main aftershock of 3 April 2014 and the 16 March
2014 foreshock. The events are situated between the trench and the Chilean coast line along
the plate interface. The main stations used in the present study are shown with blue circles.

relative role of low and high frequencies of the spectrum and their relation with the 89

seismic moment and seismic moment rate histories. 90

In the following we use the ground motion records obtained during the Iquique earth- 91

quake of 1 April 2014 in Northern Chile. This event was very well recorded by stations 92

from the IPOC network and by several accelerometers of new network deployed by the 93

CSN. The 2014 event was a complex event that had a small immediate precursor and 94

a massive slip located between the foreshock and the mainland (see, e.g. [39, 15]). As 95

shown in fig. 1, more than 50 records are available for this event, of which many collo- 96

cated GNSS and accelerograms could be used. We will illustrate data processing using3 97

these recordings. 98

Accelerograms are difficult to integrate to displacement as discussed by [8] who pro- 99

posed a method to integrate them taking into account changes in the average ground 100

velocity before and after the event. Variations of this technique have been proposed by 101

other authors [8, 20, 48, 9, 12]. Using time domain integration of accelerograms we veri- 102

fied that we could fit the low-frequency features observed in the GNSS records. Several 103

examples of the fit between GNSS recordings and integrated accelerograms in Chile were 104

recently published by [5]. The accelerograms studied here are relatively weak since none 105

of them has a peak ground acceleration (PGA) greater than the 20% of g. 106
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Fig. 2. – Ground velocity at the Pisagua stations computed from GNSS records (PSGA) and co-
located integrated accelerogram (PSGCX). The velocity records computed from accelerograms
have been low-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz in order to enhance the similarity between GNSS and
ground velocity records in their common band pass.

Digital displacement records whether obtained from GNSS records or by integration of107

accelerograms cannot be used directly to compute displacement spectra because the finite108

displacement jumps at the end of the record. The reason is that the finite discrete Fourier109

transform used to compute the spectra records assumes that the time series is periodic110

with a period equal to the duration of the record. Thus the Fourier transform sees a jump111

in displacement at the end of the record that contaminates the computed spectrum at112

all frequencies. The Fourier transform of such a jump is simply the static displacement113

divided by frequency. All the other spectral information contained in the accelerogram114

is hidden by this jump. Many techniques have been proposed in the literature to remove115

this effect of the finite time window. Some of them consist in using a window to multiply116

the time signal, but these windows contaminate the low-frequency contents.117

We propose a simple method to compute the displacement spectrum that uses a118

property of the velocity time series. The accelerograms integrated once to determine the119

ground velocity have been shown to be very well fit at low frequencies by the ground120

velocity derived from GNSS signals (e.g. [7,48,5]). Figure 2 shows the three components 4121

of the ground velocity integrated from accelerograms at the PSGCX station, and the122

velocities derived from the nearby PSGA GNSS recordings. The instrument response123
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Fig. 3. – Spectra of the ground velocity computed from PSGA GNSS station and the PSGCX
accelerogram. The corresponding time domain signals are shown in fig. 2. We observe that at
low frequencies the accelerogram and GNSS instrument share an almost identical spectrum in
spite of the different noise levels in these two types of instrument. All three components have
almost flat spectra at low frequencies whose level is the co-seismic displacement at this site.

of the accelerograms was removed, and the records were low-pass filtered with a causal 124

Butterworth filter of order 2 and corner frequency 0.5 Hz. The coincidence between the 125

records is excellent. This representation is better than comparisons between displacement 126

records to show that the frequency content of the two records is the same in the frequency 127

range where they both coincide (conservatively estimated as above 0.15 Hz). 128

In fig. 3 we show the Fourier spectra of the velocity traces at stations PGA and 129

PSGCX plotted in fig. 2. Since velocity returns to zero at the end of traces, except for 130

seismic noise, we can compute the velocity spectrum without the problems of the finite 131

displacement at the end of the time window discussed earlier. The spectra computed 132

using regular FFT routines display a common property of ground velocity for large 133

subduction earthquakes in Chile. The spectral trend is flat at low frequencies in contrast 134

to predictions of far-field velocity radiation for finite sources [11,30] that it should linearly 135

increase with fequency at low frequencies. A more detailed explanation will be provided 136

in next section, but it is relatively easy to understand. At close distances from the source 137

the near-field terms of the Green function dominate the radiated spectrum. The near 138

field is dominated by the moment time function, not the moment rate, so that at close 139
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distances the velocity spectrum at low frequencies resembles that of the integral of the140

far field source-time function.141

3. – Theory142

Computing the full field radiated by a finite seismic source embedded in a heteroge-143

neous earth model is difficult and can only be done numerically for certain models of144

structure. For example, for layered media it is possible to compute the full field using145

spectral integration methods like Axitra [10]. Because we want to gain intuition on the146

properties of the field we will study here the simplest situation of a point double couple147

source embedded in a homogeneous elastic space.148

3.1. Near field from a point source in an infinite medium. – The Green’s function for149

a point moment tensor source inside an infinite elastic medium can be written [2] as150

u(r, t) =
1

4πρ

1
r4

AN

r/β∫
r/α

τM0(t − τ)dτ(1)

+
1

4πρα2

1
r2

AIP M0(t − r/α) +
1

4πρβ2

1
r2

AISM0(t − r/β)

+
1

4πρα3

1
r
AFP Ṁ0(t − r/α) +

1
4πρβ3

1
r
AFSṀ0(t − r/β).

This expression is usually interpreted as if the near field contained two terms: one151

called the near field inversely proportional to r−4, and the other called intermediate field152

that decays like r−2. Actually the first term decays in fact as r−2 because the integral153

on the first line of (1) grows with distance as r2. In this expression the coefficients154

AN , AIP , AIS , AFP, and AFS are the radiation patterns. M0(t) is the moment tensor155

time history and Ṁ0(t) is the moment rate time function. Thus the near field is propor-156

tional to moment, while the far field is proportional to moment rate. The time domain157

expression (1) is difficult to separate into P and S waves because the near-field term (the158

integral) can be only be split into two diverging integrals that cancel each other for times159

greater than the arrival time of the S-wave.160

For this reason we prefer to use the frequency domain expression. We use the following161

definition of the Fourier transform:162

f̃(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(t)e−iωt,(2)

which has different sign in the exponential from that adopted by [2].163
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The time domain Green function (1) can be transformed into 164

˜u(r, ω) =
M0(ω)

r2

[
1

4πρα2
F INP (ωr/α)e−iωr/α +

1
4πρβ2

F INS(ωr/β)e−iωr/β

]
(3)

+
Ṁ0(ω)

r

[
1

4πρα3
AFP (ωr/α)e−iωr/α +

1
4πρβ3

AFS(ωr/β)e−iωr/β

]
,

where the coefficients F INP , and F INS are

FNP (ωr/α) = AN α2

ω2r2

(
iωr

α
+ 1

)
+ AIP

and

FNS(ωr/β) = −AN β2

ω2r2

(
iωr

β
+ 1

)
+ AIS ,

these are self-similar functions of the non-dimensional frequency times distance divided 165

by elastic wave speed. The near and intermediate field radiation patterns AN , AIP , AIS
166

are defined in [2]. 167

The frequency domain Green function clearly states that there are two types of terms 168

in the radiated elastic field: Near-field terms that are proportional to the moment time 169

function M0(ω) and decay like r−2; and far-field terms that are proportional to the 170

moment rate Ṁ0(ω) and decay like r−1.. What is not clear from these expressions is 171

at which distance range the near and far field dominate. There is a clear transition for 172

each type of wave depending on the non-dimensional term ωr/α for P -waves and ωr/β 173

for S-waves. The near-field terms in (3) interfere strongly so that at large distances the 174

time difference between the arrival time of P and S waves plays an important role. 175

For the moment we study separately the P and S waves in order to gain some under- 176

standing of the relative role of the near and far field terms. 177

3.2. A simplified model . – Dealing with the whole expression in (1) or (3) is not very 178

practical to understand the relative roles of the near- and far-field terms in the Green 179

function. We adopt an approximation in which we neglect the frequency-dependent term 180

in the coefficients F . This approximation was used by [46] in the study of the near field 181

of the deep Peruvian earthquake of 1994 observed by stations located above the source. 182

Here we approximate the S-wave by the following expression in the frequency domain: 183

uS(r, ω) =
CNF

r2
M0(ω) +

CFF

r
Ṁ0(ω),(4)

where CNF represents the near-field radiation pattern and normalization; and CFF is the 184

normalized far-field radiation pattern. This expression shows that the spectrum contains 185

terms proportional to the moment and moment rate spectra. In the far field only the 186
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last terms are usually considered. The limit at low frequencies of this expression tends187

to188

lim
ω���0

uS(r, ω) = CNF M0(ω) = CNF M0

iω
.(5)

Thus the near-field spectrum is dominated by the seismic moment divided by iω. so that189

the low frequency displacement spectrum is dominated by the omega−1 asymptote.190

An even more interesting relationship is that the Fourier spectrum of the ground191

velocity can be derived as192

lim
ω���0

u̇S(r, ω) = CNF Mo = u(r, 0).(6)

Thus the Fourier velocity spectrum of the ground velocity tends to be flat at low frequen-193

cies and its amplitude is a measure of the static ground displacement. Expression (6)194

was derived here for the approximation (4), but it is a compltely general property of195

ground velocity spectra, whether the source is in an infinite or a heterogeneous medium.196

This expression should facilitate the computation of the static ground displacement once197

ground velocity has been computed without the need of the inaccurate double integration198

of the accelerograms.199

Let us now compute the spectrum expected at stations where the near field is im-200

portant. For that purpose we adopt Brune’s far-field radiation model. The source time201

function for this model is202

Ṁ0(t) = M0ω
2
0t e−ω0tH(t),(7)

where ω0 is the corner frequency of the signal. Its spectrum is well known:203

Ṁ0(ω) = M0
ω2

0

(ω0 + iω)2
.(8)

At low frequencies the moment rate spectrum tends to M0 the static moment of the204

source. Any other source time funstion may be used but in most applications brune’s205

model (4) is most often used.206

The moment time history for this signal is rather complicated to write but very simple:207

M0(t) = M0

[
1 − (1 + ω0t) e−ω0t

]
H(t).(9)

The spectrum of the Moment time function is just (5) divided by iω.208

In fig. 4 we show the expected near-field record of diplacement that contains both209

near and far-field terms. The corner frequency has been chosen as f0 = 0.637 and the210

corresponding circular frequency is ω0 = 2πf0 ∼ 4 and a ratio C = CNF /(rCFF ) = 1.211

This produces a near-field signal that is very similar to those observed by dynamic GPS212

records, or doubly integrated from accelerograms. In fig. 5 we plot the near-field spectrum213
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Fig. 4. – Near-field record and spectrum when the near-field term is large compared to the far
field source time function. Here the coefficient in (4) is CNF /(r ∗ CFF ) = 1.

and displacement time signal for the same corner frequency and a ratio C = 0.25. We 214

observe that the near field is now small so that the peak of the far-field velocity spectrum 215

starts to emerge. The displacement spectrum, on the other hand, starts to be similar to 216

the far-field spectrum of the Brune model. 217

4. – The 1 April 2014 Iquique earthquake 218

On 1 April 2014 a magnitude Mw 8.2 hit the Northern Chile region of Tarapacá near 219

the cities of Iquique and Pisagua. Two days later the largest aftershock with magnitude 220
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Fig. 5. – Near-field record and spectrum when the near-field term is large compared to the
far-field source time function. Here the coefficient in (4) is C/r ∗ CFF = 0.25.

Mw 7.7 occurred (see fig. 1) [39,44,23,15]. This event has been studied by many authors,221

specially because it was preceded by a long series of precursory shocks that began several222

years before 2014 and culminated in an intense, but intermittent series of fore-shocks223

that started in July 2013 [26]. A slow-slip event was observed before the main shock that224

has been carefully documented [39, 22, 45]. The main event was studied by a number of225

researchers using a combination of far- and near-field data that were reviewed by [15].226

In the previous section we studied the recordings at the PSGCX collocated with the 5227

PSGA GNSS instrument in Northern Chile near the town of Pisagua. This is the closest228

station to the earthquake epicenter and as shown in fig. 1. The velocity records de-229
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Fig. 6. – EW component of displacement integrated from the accelerogram of the PB11 station
located 119 km from the epicenter of the 1 April 2014 Iquique earthquake of Mw 8.1. At the
top the displacement waveform computed by integrating the accelerogram is compared with the
displacement recorded by the co-located GNSS station. At the bottom, the displacement and
velocity spectra computed from the accelerogram. Thei amplitude of the flat portion of the
velocity spectrum agrees very well with the displacement jump of 0.38 m observed in the GNSS
record.

rived from GNSS instruments and accelerometers are essentially identical in the common 230

frequency band of the two records (figs. 2 and 3). At this short distance the seismic 231

moment-dependent terms in the Green function, first term in (3), dominate the spec- 232

trum. As shown in fig. 1 more than 20 stations recorded this event in the near field. 233

Of these, we chose the records furnished by the PB11 station which is situated some 234

60 km inland from Pisagua and 119 km from the immediate fore-shock of the earthquake. 235

Figure 5 shows the EW component of displacement at this station using the Boore [8] 236

procedure discussed earlier. Superimposed on the seismic displacement trace we plot the 237

ground displacement recorded by GNSS instrument at the PB11 IPOC multi-parametric 238

station. The traces for both the integrated accelerogram and the geodetic data are very 239
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Fig. 7. – Stack of velocity spectra for 14 accelerograms that recorded the 1 April 2014 Iquique
earthquake. These spectra were computed by standard Fourier transform of the ground velcoity
records obtained by direct integration of accelerograms. Accelerograms were corrected by the
instrument response and a removal of the mean acceleration.

similar and have a large static component. It is obvious that in this station the field is240

dominated by the moment time-function. In the two bottom panels of fig. 8 we show the 6241

ground displacement and velocity spectra computed from the accelerogram spectrum by242

double Fourier integration (division by omega−2). The displacement spectrum shows243

the characteristic omega−1 decay expected at low frequency. The velocity spectrum244

at the bottom has the typical flat spectrum observed for many large subduction earth-245

quakes in Chile. The level of the flat part of the velocity spectrum is very close to the246

static displacement observed in the GNSS instrument trace (GPS) at the top of fig. 8, 7247

confirming relation (6) derived earlier.248

In fig. 6 we show a stack of the ground velocity spectra computed for the EW com- 8249

ponent of 14 accelerograms that recorded the Iquique main shock at distances varying250

from 80 to 250 km. Although amplitudes are quite variable the shape of the spectra are251

very similar with a flat low frequency asymptote, a peak near 0.08 Hz (12.5 s) and an252

omega−1 decay in the frequency range from 1 to 10 Hz.253

5. – The 24 April 2017 Valparaiso earthquake254

An important subduction earthquake occurred near Valparaiso in the center of Chile255

on 24 April 2017. This event of Mw 6.9 was preceded by a strong fore-shock activity256
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Fig. 8. – Valparaiso earthquake of 24 April 2017. The epicenter of this Mw = 6.9 earthquake is
indicated by the blue star. The red circles denote the accelerometers used in the present work.
The red ellipse over the hypocenter is the main rupture area as determined by dynamic inversion
by [41].

that included large events on 22 April 2004 and was preceded by an immediate slow- 257

slip event. The earthquake itself occurred very close to the site of the large Mw 8.0 258

earthquake in Valparaiso of 3 March 1995. The Valparaiso event was very well recorded 259

by a number of seismic stations from the CSN network. Due to its relatively moderate 260

size it was only recorded by the GNSS sites located very close to the coast. This event 261

was the object of several studies [41, 43, 18]. The area where the Valparaiso earthquake 262

occurred is particularly interesting because it was the site of one of the largest subduction 263

earthquakes in the history of Chile, the 8 July 1730 earthquake. More recently Valparaiso 264

was hit by several earthquakes of magnitude close to 8: 1821, 1906, 21 July 1971, 3 March 265

1985 and several others. 266

In fig. 8 we show the location of the earthquake and the set of accelerograms that 267

recorded the event. There are many more than these of course but we did not used them 268

in our study. 269

5.1. Observations of the Valparaiso earthquake. – The closest stations to the Valparaiso 270

earthquake were two neighboring stations in Valaparaiso city. these were the VALN high- 271

rate GNSS site and the VA01 accelerometer of the CSN National network. The records 272
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Fig. 9. – Observation of the Valparaiso earthquake of 24 April 2017 at the VALN GNSS station
and the neighboring accelerogram at the VA01 CSN site. At the top we show the EW displace-
ment observed by the VALN GPS. The static jump is 0.05 m westwards. The central panel shows
the EW ground velocity signal computed from the VA01 acceleorgram and the GNSS record
shown in the first panel. The last panel shows the spectrum of ground velocity computed from
the accelerogram at VA01. The long plateau of the ground velocity spectrum has an amplitude
that is just the static jump observed at the VALN GNSS record.

show all the usual properties discussed in the present work. We observe for instance273

that the VALN site moved about 5 cm to the West during the earthquake. The second274

panel in the fig. 9 shows the comparison between the ground velocity obtained from the275

GNSS record by differentiation and the from the VA01 accelerogram integrated once to276

velocity. No special processing was applied to the accelerogram except the removal of277

the instrument response that ony affects high frequencies, and the removal of the mean.278

Detrending the record would perturb the ground velocity computed by integration at279

this station. In the bottom panel of fig. 9, we present the ground velocity spectrum280

at station VA01 computed by classical FFT from the velocity trace integrated from the281

accelerogram. We observe clearly the flat low-frequency spectrum predicted by the theory282

discussed in previous sections. We also observe that the level of the velocity spectrum is283

0.05 m (5 cm) as observed by the static displacement recorded by the VALN.284

As we move away from the coast the GNSS records cannot be used to determine285

static ground displacement because noise dominates the records. Thus we have to use286

the accelerometers to try to understand the properties of the near earthquake spectrum.287

In fig. 10 we show a profile of 5 representative velocity records observed at a subset of288
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Fig. 10. – Stack of ground velocity records. These velocity signal were integarted from the
accelerograms recorded five stations of the central Chile accelerometric network. The traces have
been displaced by 0.05 m/s in order to appreciate the propagation of the velocity wavfunctions
across the network.

the sites shown in fig. 8. Although the profiles are located inland they were not recorded 289

along a line so that we cannot observe relative propagation of certain P - or S-wave 290

phases. We have many more records but we reduced the number of records to avoid 291

clutter. The figure shows that it is possible to study this event thanks to the velocity 292

records that clearly show the P - and S-wave arrivals as well as a double P - and S-wave 293

waveform. This is related to a small precursor of the 14 April 2017 earthquake that can 294

be identified in some of the accelerograms close to the coast. The precursor occurred 295

roughly by 5 s before the main onset. The double waveform is also observed in the VA01 296

GNSS record shown in fig. 9b. We have not fully explored the records but there is a clear9 297

crustal phase between the P - and S-wave in the FAR1 and LMEL records at about 50 s. 298

Finally in fig. 11 we show a stack of the spectra of the ground velocity section shown 299

in fig. 10. The records have not been corrected by any distance move-out, these are 300

the raw spectra. The spectra have been smoothed at high frequencies so as to show 301

the main features of the spectra. The similarity between the records is striking. All 302

of them contain a peak near 0.05 to 0.1 Hz (20 to 10 s period) that is clearly related 303

to the duration of the S-wave in the velocity records of fig. 10. For frequencies higher 304

than this characteristic (corner) frequency we observe a decay as omega−1 predicted 305

by the Aki Brune ground velocity spectrum (this is equivalent to the omega -2 decay in 306

displacement). For frequencies lower than the peak in fig. 11 (frequencies below 0.05 Hz) 307

we observe the development of the velocity plateau. This plateau is clearly related to the 308

distance of the stations from the source. 309
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Fig. 11. – Stack of ground velocity spectra observed at the EW components of five accelerometric
stations of the Central Chile network of the National seismological Center (CSN).

Finally let us consider the transition to a Brune (far field) like behavior. Station310

LMEL situated nearly 194 km from the source is sufficiently far although some effect of311

the near-field terms are still observed in the spectral stack of fig. 11. In fig. 12 we show at312

the top the EW velocity record at station LMEL obtained by the standard integration of313

the accelerogram records. The station is sufficiently far from the source of the earthquake314

because the S-P time (about 20 s) is longer than the duration of the source (about 10 s).315

The black line is the original EW velocity trace at LMEL, while the red trace is the316

S-wave windowed by a simple Kaiser window with Beta=6. The two traces coincide well317

around the S-wave and they have the maximum velocities in the record. In the central318

panel of fig. 12 we plot the displacement record integrated directly from the first trace,319

both for the entire record (black) and the windowed S-wave (red). We observe that as320

expected at far distances from the source the seismic record contains essentially the far321

field terms, because the near field has become much weaker in this distant stations. In322

fig. 12 we show exactly that. It is interesting to note however that the velocity spectrum323

for the window is nearly flat for frequencies higher than 10 Hz, while the full record (black324

line) increases up to 0.1 Hz. The origin of this difference is the persistence of near-field325

terms arriving between the P and S wave even at 194 km from the source.326

6. – Discussion327

It is curious that the observation of near-field terms in the radiation from large earth-328

quakes seems not to have been previously reported. The main reason seems to be that329
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Fig. 12. – Transition to a Brune-like spectral behavior. Station LMEL is the furthest accelero-
gram available for this event. The top panel shows the ground velocity at MEL integrated
from the original accelerogram in black and the windowed record in red. The next panel shows
the integrated dispalcement at the same station. Finally, the lower panel shows the velocity
spectrum computed by Fourier transform of the top panel.

low frequencies were systematically removed because they are considered inaccurate due 330

to the problem with recovering the static component from near-field accelerograms. This 331

is of course a serious problem that has to be resolved if possible. For the last 20 years, 332

however, low frequency information about seismic source is available from continuous 333

GNSS recordings ( [5] and references therein). The simultaneously recording of GNSS 334

and accelerograms can produce a very broad-range version of the ground motion spec- 335

trum that can be used for modeling large seismic events without separating the static 336

(GPS) from the dynamic (usually band limited ground displacements). In the present 337

lecture we examine ground velocity spectra. For most earthquakes in Chile, and probably 338

elsewhere, ground velocity integrated from accelerograms can be compared with GNSS 339

records filtered in a common band. These records agree very well, giving confidence that 340

the velocity field has been recorded over a very broad band. We have shown that here 341

for the great 2014 earthquake in Iquique in Northern Chile and for the Valparaiso Mw 342

6.9 earthquake of 24 April 2017. The most important observation made here is that the 343

near-field term contributes significantly to ground motion in a very large region where 344

even if P and S waves are separated, the spectrum computed by classical methods con- 345

tain large contributions of the so-called omega−1 in displacement, or a large flat plateau 346

in ground velocity spectrum. This plateau has an spectral level roughly equal to the 347
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static displacement produced at the observation site by the earthquake. This property348

has to be verified and tested for many other earthquakes. The main application is deter-349

mining approximate ground displacements from the Fourier transform of ground velocity.350

More important perhaps, is that this observation provides a simple way to scale ground351

velocity spectra that in turn controls the more usual measurements made by engineers352

and seismologists (PGV and PGA, for instance).353

We have purposefully kept the theoretical modeling at its simplest, making an attempt354

to show the most salient features of seismic radiation in the near field. This feature is355

that near-field terms are proportional to the moment time function, that is a unipolar356

function that grows continuously from zero to the static displacement level. This prop-357

erty is largely used in many studies of seismic moment, for instance in the termination358

of centroid and amplitude of the source time function. The full consequences of this359

relationship between ground velocity spectrum and static displacement will need further360

studies because it is independent of the elastic medium in which the waves propagate,361

but it depends heavily on the distance traveled by the seismic waves and, in particular362

on the P -S travel time. A careful study of this problem is required.363

One of the features that we have observed for the 24 April 2017 Valparaiso earthquake364

is the detachment of P and S waves at high frequencies at stations located far from the365

source (more than 150 km). The spectrum of the windowed shear wave and that of the366

full record are very similar. This indicates that S waves dominate the spectrum and367

carry all information about the source in the transition region from near field to far field.368

It would be nice to have a simple expression that defines the boundary between near369

and far field dominated regions. Unfortunately this is not simple because propagation in370

the structure between the source and the accelerometers must be properly modelled and371

taken into account. That will require much further work.372

7. – Conclusions373

Using collocated GNSS and accelerograms we have found that ground velocity time 10374

and spectral signals from these two kinds of instruments coincide largely in their common375

frequency band, roughly from 0.01 to 1 Hz. We observe that the spectrum of ground376

motion in the vicinity of large subduction earthquakes is quite different from the classical377

Aki-Brune far-field spectrum, The reason is that over a large area surrounding the source378

the near-field terms in the Green’s function are large and dominate the spectrum. The379

most important feature is that the ground velocity spectrum has a long flat spectral380

plateau with amplitude proportional to the static displacement at the recording site.381

The properties of this plateau are independent of the medium in which the elastic waves382

propagate and, we believe, should be further studied for other events.383
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